BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE

This section lists articles and reviews of books relevant to Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict. Entries are classified under the following headings: Reference and General; History (to 1948) and Geography; Palestinian Politics and Society; Israeli Politics, Society, and Zionism; Arab and Middle Eastern Politics; International Relations; Law; Military; Economy; Society, and Education; Literature and Art; Book Reviews; and Reports Received.
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HISTORY (TO 1948) AND GEOGRAPHY


Laurens, Henry. “Le Mufti et la France de la IVe R´epublique.” REP, no. 81 (nouvelle s´erie) (Fall 01): 70–87.


PALESTINIAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY


ISRAELI POLITICS, SOCIETY, AND ZIONISM


ARAB AND MIDDLE EASTERN POLITICS
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**Literature and Art**


**Reports Received**


_____. United Nations Latin American and Caribbean Meeting on the Question
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BIBLIOGRAPHY SOURCE ABBREVIATIONS

AHR (American Historical Review)
BSB (Boundary and Security Bulletin)
CO (Cahiers de l'Orient)
CSR (Contributions to the Study of Religions)
FA (Foreign Affairs)
IJMES (International Journal of Middle East Studies)
IP (Internationale Politik)
IP-TA (Internationale Politik, Transatlantic Edition)
IsA (Israel Affairs)
ISF (Israel Studies Forum)
JCE (Journal of Contemporary Ethnography)
JCH (Journal of Contemporary History)
JMH (Journal of Military History)
JQF (Jerusalem Quarterly File)
JTWS (Journal of Third World Studies)
MA (Al-Mustaqbal al-'Arabi)
MEAJ (Middle East Affairs Journal)
MDF (Majalla al-Dirasat al-Filastiniyya)
MEI (Middle East International)
MEIN (Middle East Insight)
MEP (Middle East Policy)
MEQ (Middle East Quarterly)
MER (Middle East Report)
MERIA (Middle East Review of International Affairs)
MES (Middle Eastern Studies)
MQ (Mediterranean Quarterly)
PÈ (Politique Étrangère)
PI (Politique Internationale)
PIJPEC (Palestine-Israel Journal of Politics, Economics and Culture)
REP (Revue d'Études Palestiniennes)
SA (Shu'un al-Awsat)
SD (al-Siyasa al-Duwwaliyya)
SI (Samid al-Iqtisadi)
Sha (Shu'un 'Arabiyya)
ShT (Shu'un Tanmawiyya)
TLS (Times Literary Supplement)
TPV (Terrorism and Political Violence)
WI (Washington Institute for Near East Policy)
WJW (Washington Jewish Week)
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